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Many financial services teams are surprised to learn that outside of their industry, the term “digital marketing” is in steep 
decline. Increasingly, there is no other kind.

At the time of writing, 71 percent of adults now work from home and nearly all do so over the internet. Thirty-one percent 
say they are online “almost constantly.” Among them are financial advisors, institutional investors, chief risk officers, CFOs, 
and traders—all plucked from their corner offices, towers, and turrets and catapulted forward seven years, technologically 
speaking. 

This presents financial firms who sell to such individuals with a dilemma. How do you proffer complex financial products 
reliant on person-to-person connections and trust to an audience who now conducts 57 percent of their research online? 

Luckily, the problem contains an answer. The digital research your prospective clients conduct leaves digital breadcrumbs. 
Every online interaction is an indicator of intent, and with the right strategy, you can reveal good-fit companies before they 
reveal themselves and beat competitors to the punch. By targeting more of the right companies and investors, you’ll also 
target fewer of the wrong ones, and cut wasteful marketing. The method to achieve all this? Account-Based Marketing.

This guide will share how to launch an account-based pilot at your firm, even if you face legacy technology, regulation, or 
institutional resistance. If you decide to do so, you can help the firm cut costs, prove marketing’s contribution, and open a new 
channel that exceeds your clients’ increasingly high online expectations of you. 

1. Desperate times call for digital measures
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82% of customers
engage with at least 5 pieces 
of content before buying. 

76% of sales emails never 
get opened and the average 
person deletes nearly half of 
all new emails every day. 

https://www.pewresearch.org/social-trends/2020/12/09/how-the-coronavirus-outbreak-has-and-hasnt-changed-the-way-americans-work/
https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/03/26/about-three-in-ten-u-s-adults-say-they-are-almost-constantly-online/


2. What is Account-Based Marketing?
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At its simplest, Account-Based Marketing is when you focus more of your effort on a small number of high-value 
companies or individuals. In some cases, as few as 10 accounts. For each company, you craft a marketing program 
just for them. Rather than treat everyone within those accounts as interchangeable “leads,” it will address them 
based on their role within the account.

Definition: Account-Based Marketing
When you develop a marketing campaign for a single high-value company, or group of companies, and send 

entirely personalized messaging. Then, marketing and sales coordinate at every stage from start to finish, to 

ensure the fidelity of your message.

What makes account-based successful is it encourages you to limit your scope but increase your attention. Rather 
than run a broad, nationwide print and radio campaign, you run a highly targeted digital campaign. Instead of West 
Coast audiences seeing a “Hello San Francisco” billboard, a small number of decision-makers within your clients now 
see “Hello Flesichman & Brunswick” when they visit Google or The Wall Street Journal’s homepage. 

Account-based can still include traditional media, but the focus is more on the channels where you can reach just 
your buyer, and no one but.
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Account-based means moving from:
Broad messages       Targeted messages
Mass media       Personal media
Many firms       Few firms
Targeting wrong-fit accounts       Targeting only right-fit accounts
Addressing individuals       Addressing decision-makers within accounts

It also means dissolving the sales silo
Account-based also means one other big change: There is no more marketing-to-sales 
handoff. Instead, both teams coordinate their efforts from beginning to end. If marketing 
runs targeted ads, salespeople know what those ads say, so when a prospect asks, they 
can speak to it. And when sales books a meeting, marketing knows and can stop sending 
emails that assume they’ve never met.

Or that’s the vision, anyway. As this guide will explore, there are many ways to start small 
with a few salespeople who are eager champions and a non-disruptive test. All it takes 
is one of them to see the effects and hit their number for the rest of the organization to 
come knocking.

The benefits of trying account-based
Account-Based Marketing offers the trifecta of modern marketing efficiency—the ability 
to cut spend, increase your marketing return, and please clients all at once. It’s:

Cost-effective:
Stop spending money on wrong-fit companies.

More efficient:
55 percent of companies report more pipeline opportunities and 38 percent report higher 
win rates.

Better at providing sales insights:
You’ll be able to unmask anonymous visitors and understand when many people at one 
firm visit your site.

Better brand perception:
More personalized messages helps build brand equity.

“ABM is helping break down silos that have traditionally existed 
between sales and marketing in the industry—but this requires 
strong executive sponsorship from sales.”
- Forrester

Top 5 Benefits Cited by Account-Based Marketers

83% Increased target account engagement with Sales

70% Better Sales and Marketing alignment

67% More qualified prospects

59% Grater understanding of program performance

55% More pipeline opportunities

Source: Demand Metric

https://go.forrester.com/blogs/financial-services-marketers-outlook-on-abm/


Challenges you may run into
Account-based is not without 
challenges. But with a clear-eyed 
sense of what you’re up against, 
you can plan. Within even the oldest 
institutions, where there’s a will, 
there’s a way, and a small pilot that 
sees outsized success can unlock 
budget for full-scale Account-Based 
Marketing.
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Four common challenges:

Sales teams long-steeped 
in operating on their own 
are sometimes hesitant to 
risk allowing marketing to 
“pester” their contacts.

1

Sales and national accounts 
teams refuse to cooperate

To address:
Run a pilot with a few sales 
champions who understand 
the program’s value. Explain 
how account-based activity 
can generate more accurate 
account-level insights and 
real-time alerts at no cost to 
the relationship.

2

The institution resists 
change

To address:
Ask for a larger program but 
settle for a pilot where you 
can unlock additional funds if 
you reach certain milestones. 
Or, ask for forgiveness rather 
than permission and use 
an already-allocated field 
marketing or advertising 
budget.

Some firms may feel they 
aren’t ready for it, or that 
other areas of their digital 
strategy require more 
attention. 

3

Content or personnel 
shortages

To address:
Use spare hours with 
your agency of record, get 
clever about repurposing 
old content, and borrow 
employees on partial time 
from across teams.

Sometimes a firm’s content 
creation activities are divided 
by channel, and you don’t 
have access to what you need, 
or can’t secure a dedicated 
program manager.

4

Data silos

To address:
Luckily, you’re starting small, 
with a pilot with just dozens 
or hundreds of accounts. 
Use Excel spreadsheets and 
manual work to pull the 
data together. Once you see 
some initial success, you can 
evaluate ABM technologies 
that do this automatically.

Of all the challenges, this is 
the most common. The data 
exists, but it’s scattered across 
multiple legacy systems.
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3. How to launch your pilot?
The best way to begin is to launch a small-scale pilot. It will require less budgetary wrangling and it’s a 
highly efficient alternative to launching a committee to investigate a sizable project. A pilot also provides 
actual data as well as results that can clear the way to further account-based initiatives. 

There are six steps to launching a pilot:

1.
Plan your

pilot

2.
Select your 

accounts

3.
Evaluate 

technology and 
partners

4.
Create 

personalized 
content

5.
Produce a 
playbook

6.
Launch



Plan your pilot
Are you hoping for net-new clients or 
expansion within existing accounts? 
Should you create one campaign 
for each account, one campaign for 
a small number of accounts, or one 
campaign  How many accounts can 
you reasonably handle?

Then, dedicate resources. A good 
rule of thumb is one person per 20 
accounts. 

1
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Which program is right for you?

One-to-one (1:1) One-to-few (1:few) One-to-many (1:many)

Number of Accounts 10 100 1,000

Personalization Completely personalized Very personalized Somewhat personalized

Requires
Custom content

ABM orchestration
Repurposed old content Repurposed old content
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Select your accounts
The best accounts are those that look like your best clients—the 20 percent that tend to account for 80 percent of 
assets under management or profit. There are a few ways to go about building this list, including a combination of the 
following: 

• Build the list with sales—ask your sales team to nominate accounts. 

• Gather internal data—from your CRM data, ERP data, or marketing system.

• Purchase external data—third-party data providers can provide lists and insights. 

Segment your list by factors such as geographic region, advisor headcount, company type, anticipated deal size, assets 
under management, or a combination.

If you have access to what is known as “intent” data, you can create much more accurate lists. This is data drawn from 
websites that share data that can alert you if accounts or individuals on your target list are researching products like 
yours. With intent data, you can reveal the anonymous visitors to your site and others to catch prospects early.

2

Pro tip: To save time later, 
spend time getting the data 
right

Your success hinges on selecting 
the right accounts. Otherwise, if you 
allow a few wrong-fit clients through, 
you’ll be spending extra resources on 
them.



Pro tip: Have your chief 
investment officer send a 
handwritten note

In the age of digital, nothing 
surprises like personalized print. 
Make direct mail gifts part of your 
program—especially when they’re 
personalized, as in a personal letter 
or a book that you think they’d find 
interesting given their investment 
history. Before sending, ask your 
prospect to confirm their address, in 
case they’re working from home.
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Evaluate technology and partners
If you’re having trouble with steps 1 and 2, you may consider leaping to this stage. Hiring an account-based consultancy can 
make building the plan simpler and help you skip the painful learning period—they’ve done it before. 

As for technology, make your selections based on which channels you want to use. You’ll need a core coordination platform—
this is what keeps marketing and sales aligned, maps contacts to accounts, and makes account-based work, as well as offers 
account-based advertising. Then, use other technologies based on what you already have and what you consider essential.

Cold calling

Ads

Sales emails

Marketing emails

Direct mail

Virtual Events

Syndication

Website Personalization

Video

Core Supplemental

ABM coordination—keeps marketing and sales in sync

ABM advertising—delivers targeted ads to individuals within an account

Email marketing—delivers personalizer emails

Direct mail and gifting provider—send physical or virtual gifts

Social media plattorm—allows you to look up histories and draw out insights

Sales engagement—allows sales to coordinate emails and calls

Virtual events plaftorm—host virtual events

Syndication platform—syndicates your content to select buyters

Video selling platform—allows sales and marketing to send personal videos

Desired channels Technologies to support

3



Create personalized content
In this stage, write, design, or repurpose the collateral and marketing “content” 
you plan to send to your target account. To be personalized, something doesn’t 
necessarily need someone’s name on it—it simply has to be relevant. For example, 
sending a brochure for treasury management services to a high-growth startup 
that’s just running into the issue of what to do with its new infusion of capital is 
considered personalized.  
 
Types of content you might consider creating: 
• An internal messaging document

• White papers

• One-pagers

• Personal sales videos

• Marketing videos

• Emails

• Microsites

• Resource hubs

• Trainings

• Virtual events

• Webinars

Produce a playbook
Every account-based program needs a playbook that explains who is responsible 
for what, what will happen when, and what messaging to use. This way, everyone 
follows the play and stays on-message. If a salesperson has a call with a client who 
attended your virtual executive dinner, they know that the dinner occurred, saw the 
deck, and can speak to the investment strategies detailed therein.

Your playbook should include: 
• Roles and responsibilities

• A calendar of what should be sent when

• Messaging

• Which accounts this is for

• Their interests and pain points

• How your financial products are a fit

• Regulatory considerations

4 5
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Launch
Launching your pilot means sending a first wave of communication and then digging 
in to see what works. Based on the feedback you get from prospective clients and your 
sales team, be prepared to adapt. Focus your attention on the channels and media that 
get results, and do more of what works. 

When done right, an account-based approach is a relief to your prospects. To 
them, it should feel like all of a sudden, this large firm is speaking directly to them, 
recommending products that are indeed a good fit, and offering extra time and attention 
to help them reduce risk and increase their return. When you provide that sort of 
experience, you’ve landed on exactly what the modern buyer of commercial financial 
services is looking for—that same high-touch experience as before, only, online and on 
their terms.

6
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4. Industry-specific plays
At its simplest, Account-Based Marketing is when you focus more of your effort on a small number of high-value companies or individuals. In some cases, as few as 10 accounts. For each company, you craft a 
marketing program just for them. Rather than treat everyone within those accounts as interchangeable “leads,” it will address them based on their role within the account.

Commercial banks
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Target: Your national accounts team’s target list or a previously ignored segment like 
high-growth pre-IPO startups.

Approach: One-to-one or one-to-few

Offering: Treasury management, financing, commercial mortgages, retirement programs, 
commercial cards, etc.

Content and outreach: 
• Digital ads
• Account or group-specific landing page
• Cold calls
• Sales emails
• Marketing emails
• Virtual events
• Content syndication

Goal: Generate meetings with accounts on your target list
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Target: 4 wirehouses and 25 broker-dealers

Approach: one-to-one

Offering: Products specifically chosen for each account

Content and outreach: 
• Digital ads
• Account-specific landing pages
• Cold calls
• Personal sales videos
• Marketing emails
• Account-specific webinars
• Account-specific white papers
• Account-specific virtual events 

Goal:
• Generate meetings within target accounts
• Identify web traffic from broker-dealers

Asset managers
With cookies going away, it’s going to be even harder to target individual advisors.



Insurers
This is an opportunity to narrow the scope of your marketing to just those businesses 
with an acceptable level of risk, and put proportionally more effort into those.

Target: 10 high-yield businesses

Approach: One-to-one 

Offering: Insurance products

Content and outreach: 
• Digital ads
• Account-specific landing pages
• Cold calls
• Personal sales videos
• Marketing emails
• Account-specific webinars
• Account-specific white papers
• Account-specific virtual events 

Goal:
• Generate meetings within target accounts
• Stop spending resources on wrong-fit accounts
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From desperate times to digital abundance
With this guide, you have all you need to begin planning your pilot and open a new channel for 

the business that achieves the trifecta of modern marketing efficiency—the ability to cut spend, 

increase your marketing return, and please clients all at once. It only takes one successful pilot 

to start real digital transformation. And to plan that one pilot? It only takes you. 

Now is the time, and you are all your firm needs to be ready.

For more strategies and insights, visit www.demandbase.com
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www.demandbase.com

